M/S COSMOS, is a life-long dream. A stunning vessel that combines the ancient craftsmanship of Greek ship building in its highest evolution, together with everything that is contemporary in the art of living naturally and healthy. A human scale environment, where luxury is omnipresent, but knowingly understated.
Designed with elegance, detail and lavish amenities, we have ensured the highest standards of Mediterranean hospitality. We have used our interior and exterior design skills to the full to introduce to our guests a vessel that goes beyond the standard ideas.

Our belief is that a yacht should be one with its surroundings thus we are confident that we have managed to make architecture and design meet nature on its terms.

The experience starts from the moment you step on M/S COSMOS. The exterior boasts a very spacious Burma Teak sundeck with three large tables at the stern and bow, decks all around with mattresses, cushions and a uniquely designed swing! At the far front of the bow, there is our beautiful ship bell with the COSMOS logo engraved on it.

On the upper interior, the guests can take privilege of the large dining table situated near the all-day “Honesty Bar” buffet and the bar, while making use of the full amenities on offer (TV, DVD player, music system with extensive collection etc).

At the lower interior, COSMOS features four stunning cabins, each with a distinct identity. The whole level radiates warmth and harmony, complemented with the subtle essence of natural lavender. At every single bed, COCO-MAT Company guarantees that you will enjoy a blissful sleep while cruising with us, with our custom made mattresses made out of 100% natural materials (natural rubber, seaweed and coconut fiber). The vessel is also equipped with a pillow menu offering a wide variety for each body-type while all slippers, sheets, blankets and towels are also 100% natural.

In relation to personal hygiene, all our hair and body caring products are fully organic and of exceptional quality.
We have planned our cruises to be a statement of utmost comfort and style, a Lifetime Experience. The ideal opportunity to refresh your senses, fill your heart with unforgettable memories, while enjoying the inexpressible feeling of cruising the majestic Aegean archipelago.

Our unique concept

The physical surrounding was always there; AEGEAN, the most historic sea of the world, full of natural splendor and man made wonders. What we have done differently is to create a suitable means to explore it elegantly and sustainably by the way of four exclusive themed cruises that redefine all-inclusive service.
Four itineraries, four beautiful stories

Proud to come from a great country and having sailed throughout its seas, we never cease to be inspired by the splendors of Greece, its plenty-diverse natural beauty, majestic blue seas and inspiring cultural heritage. These are the ingredients we used to create our four itineraries, each one of which is a true voyage of discovery.

Astonishing Halkidiki

Join us on an eight-day cruise full of scenery, charm and blue. On this tour you will enjoy sailing in Halkidiki, a beautiful region in Northern Greece. With its magical coasts and particular shape, like Poseidon’s trident stretching into the sea, Halkidiki is a holiday destination unlike any other. You will sail through three peninsulas with a long history and an astonishing wealth of natural attractions, ideal for families or friends who want to explore one of the world’s most remarkable religious sites, the Holy Community of Mount Athos and its breathtaking landscape. Discover delicious secrets of the Greek cuisine, swim in azure waters and visit the most luxurious resorts of the area where you will enjoy exclusive privileges as board members of M/S COSMOS.

Nature Sightseeing in the Sporades Islands

This is one of the best worldwide sailing vacations to enrich your senses, an eight-day cruise full of beauty, nature and sea! Situated in the Northwest of the Aegean Sea, Sporades is a paradise island complex boasting a unique combination of cosmopolitan vibe and traditional character for travelers who enjoy verdant beaches and rocky landscapes. Three famous islands, Skiathos, Skopelos and Alonissos, along with the National Marine Park and deserted island beaches, form an archipelago oasis that will entice you to embark on captivating explorations.
Cyclades 1: Dazzling and Vibrant Aegean

All aboard M/S COSMOS for an eight-day cruise that blends history and cosmopolitan culture. For holiday makers who want to experience the typical Greek island dream, the Cyclades is the perfect choice. Whitewashed houses, blue-domed churches and azure bays are amongst the sceneries you will adore for life, all naturally escorted by the endless party atmosphere. Each island you will visit has a distinct character and between them they offer everything you could dream for from a Greek summer holiday. Admire the wonders of the ancient Greek civilization on Delos, visit cosmopolitan Mykonos, stroll around romantic Santorini and uncover luscious treasures of the Mediterranean cuisine. All you imagine can come true during this unforgettable voyage.

Cyclades 2: The Alternative Aegean Experience

For the most exploring spirits, we meticulously planned an eight-day cruise full of flavor, tradition and exotic beaches. Perfect for families or friends who want to discover the popular Greek island life but also visit lesser-known hidden gems of the ancient Aegean archipelago. We will cruise around islands that boast unparalleled beauty and venture an island hopping holiday off the beaten track. From popular Paros and Mylos to the unspoilt Kimolos and picturesque Folegandros, this sailing cruise is all about unexpected awe!

For any further requests or for any tailor-made cruise, please do not hesitate to contact us.

Our All Inclusive Package for a Total of 8+1 persons Includes:

- 7 nights accommodation aboard luxurious M/S COSMOS
- three daily meals & drinks during meals
- fuel
- airport transfers on first and last day of cruise
- all entries & harbor fees

Please request your personal quote from us or through your broker.
Exceptional Food and Beverages sourced from small, independent Greek producers

A Lifetime Experience can only be complete with the very best of the Greek cuisine. Imagine dishes that embody the Mediterranean tradition, imagination and culture served under the Aegean light.

Our menus and food provisions have been exclusively prepared by the Chefs of ERGON Foods company and are different for each one of the four cruises, aiming to attend the local cuisine of every single itinerary. We use a broad and diverse product range sourced from small, independent Greek producers. Exceptional olive oils, Mediterranean herbs, fresh vegetables, organic and quality products are extensively used in inspirational gourmet recipes, all freshly cooked in our fully equipped kitchen.

M/S COSMOS also boasts a diverse list of wines and spirits in its bar and wine fridges, while our crew is fully trained to prepare fine coffee and tea drinks but also amazing summer cocktails!

Additional to the three daily meals, we have also encompassed the concept of ‘Honesty Bar’ on board. Throughout the day and night, there is open access to soft drinks, coffee, tea, alcoholic drinks and food on offer. The guests are solely charged with the ethical obligation to notify their consumption.

Green, Ethical, Responsible policy

The above principles are in the core of every single one of our activities.

We strive to leave the minimum ecological footprint. Every effort was made to use the maximum possible natural and local materials during the vessel re-construction, timber from controlled foresting and local workmanship.

Most of our food offered is organic, fair-trade and local while every treatment or cleaning product used is certified as bio-degradable. Renewable energy from Photovoltaics supports the ship’s energy needs.

We also try to create a positive impact on local NGO activities. Our company funds Mom, an organization that works on the protection and promotion of the coastal and marine environment of Greece. We have even arranged a common activity during one of our cruises!
Acrobat Yachting is an original travel company that specializes in luxury cruise holidays and exclusive daily sailing trips throughout the Aegean.

We pride ourselves on the level of our services and aim to differentiate by keeping a distinct identity based on two main features: commitment to Responsible Travel and High Quality.

We provide inspiring meticulously planned cruises by taking care of all aspects of your holiday in order to make your tour exciting, rejuvenating and memorable. With our top-of-the-line vessels and unrivalled experiential approach, we open up a new world to discover.

Our friendly team consists of professional skippers, crew and office staff whose main care is to stimulate, inspire and add a novel touch to our excursions be it a relaxed getaway, a cultural experience, beach vacations or a sightseeing tour. Every aspect of our packages is cherished so that we can provide an authentic, mind-expanding voyage.
### Specifications

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Boat type</strong></th>
<th>Traditional Motor Sailer – Liberty and Karavoskarol</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Flag</strong></td>
<td>Greece</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Built</strong></td>
<td>1979 by MAVRIKOS Bros. Shipyard at Ermoupoli, Syros, Greece / 2015 Major hull re-construction / 2016 Complete interior and deck re-modeling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Length</strong></td>
<td>24.80 m. (81.36 ft)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Beam</strong></td>
<td>6.50 m. (21.33 ft)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Draft</strong></td>
<td>2.60 m. (8.53 ft)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Hull &amp; Superstructure</strong></td>
<td>Samos/Thassos Pine wood and Iroko</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Interior</strong></td>
<td>Mahogany and Iroko</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Deck</strong></td>
<td>Burma Teak</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Crew</strong></td>
<td>3-4: Captain, Deckhand/Steward, Chef in separate crew quarters</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Accommodation

- Comfortable accommodation in four inspirational, thematic cabins:
  - One master cabin with queen bed and indoor Jacuzzi
  - One VIP cabin with queen bed and large sofa
  - One cabin with double bed
  - One cabin with twin single beds

  All cabins with full A/C with separate controls, deluxe en suite facilities, COCO-MAT mattresses (100% natural), Wi-Fi, individually controlled TV and external slots for HDMI, USB, Line-in, DVD, Bluetooth etc.

### Tender and toys

- Tender 4.5 m. with 50 HP outboard motor fit for water sports
- Full set of snorkeling equipment and fishing gear
- COCO-MAT wooden bicycles
- PERCEPTION Sea kayak 3.65 m. (on request)
- Windsurf (on request)
- Scuba equipment with air Compressor (on request)

**MORE THAN JUST CRUISES**

**ENJOY MORE OF M/S COSMOS:** https://goo.gl/7B7eko